
Introduction

The Testament ESL Lesson Plan is designed to introduce students to the concept of

wills, inheritances, and family relationships. This topic is important as it not only

improves students' English language skills, but also provides them with valuable

cultural and legal knowledge that may be applicable in their future personal lives.

Understanding the vocabulary and concepts related to wills and inheritances can be

crucial for students who may need to navigate these real-life situations in an

English-speaking environment. The lesson aims to empower students with the

language skills necessary to discuss these topics confidently and effectively.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

will
A legal document stating a person's wishes regarding the disposal of their

property after death.

inheritance
The practice of passing on property, titles, debts, rights, and obligations upon

the death of an individual.

beneficiary A person who receives money or other benefits from a will or trust.

executor
Person appointed by the will’s creator to manage the distribution of their estate

after their death.

bequest A gift of personal property by will.

Contextual Usage



1. When discussing wills:

- Example: The lawyer is reviewing our family's will to ensure it accurately reflects

our wishes.

2. Talking about inheritance:

- Example: After her father passed away, she received a significant inheritance.

3. Referring to beneficiaries:

- Example: The children are the primary beneficiaries in their grandfather's will.

4. Mentioning executorship:

- Example: John was named as the executor in his uncle's will.

5. Using bequest in conversation:

- Example: She made a bequest to donate her antique collection to the local

museum.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To set the tone for the lesson, start with a fun and engaging warm-up activity called

"Family Inheritance Charades." Prepare a list of vocabulary words related to wills,

inheritances, and family relationships from the lesson plan. Write these words or

phrases on small cards. Divide the class into two teams. One student from each

team will pick a card and act out the word or phrase (without speaking) while their

team guesses what it is. This interactive game not only encourages students to use

the new vocabulary in context but also gets them excited about the upcoming

lesson on The Testament ESL Lesson Plan.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: "Inheritance Story"

Start by providing students with a short story or scenario involving a family and the

topic of inheritance. After reading the story, students will work in pairs to identify

and discuss the key vocabulary words related to wills and inheritances used in the



text. This activity encourages group discussions and comprehension of the new

vocabulary.

Roleplay Exercise: "Family Will Discussion"

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a specific role, such as

family members, lawyers, or financial advisors. Students will then engage in

roleplay scenarios where they discuss a fictional family's will and inheritance

matters based on given prompts. This hands-on exercise promotes active

participation while practicing language skills in realistic situations.

Listening Comprehension: "Legal Podcast

Analysis"

Select a podcast episode or audio clip related to legal aspects of wills and

inheritances. After playing the audio material, students will be provided with

comprehension questions to answer individually before engaging in pair work for

discussion. This activity enhances listening skills while reinforcing understanding of

legal terminology through context.

Reading and Writing Task: "Create Your Will"

Provide a template or guide for creating fictitious wills. Students can work

individually or in pairs to write out their own wills based on given scenarios, utilizing

the vocabulary learned throughout the lesson. Encourage creativity while

reinforcing comprehension through writing exercises.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with conducting a brief research on the legal

aspects of wills and inheritances in an English-speaking country of their choice.

They should prepare a short presentation or a written summary discussing the key



differences and similarities between inheritance laws in that country and their own.

This assignment reinforces the lesson content while encouraging independent

learning and cultural awareness.

Conclusion

Key Points Summary

Throughout this ESL lesson on wills and inheritances, students have familiarized

themselves with essential vocabulary related to legal procedures, family matters,

and inheritance issues. They have engaged in interactive activities designed to

enhance their understanding of these concepts in English.

Reflection and Application

As students conclude this lesson, they are encouraged to reflect on how the

acquired knowledge can be utilized in their language development. Understanding

legal jargon and terminology related to wills can empower them to communicate

effectively in real-life situations such as estate planning or legal discussions.

Applying these language skills not only builds confidence but also provides practical

knowledge for navigating English-speaking environments.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Relevance to Real-life Situations

The Testament ESL Lesson Plan is a valuable topic for ESL learning as it provides



students with practical language skills that are directly applicable to real-life

situations. Understanding wills, inheritances, and legal terminology equips learners

with the ability to navigate these complex subjects in an English-speaking context,

preparing them for potential future interactions related to family matters and legal

processes.

Enhanced Vocabulary Acquisition

Exploring the vocabulary and concepts associated with wills and inheritances

enhances students' overall vocabulary acquisition. It exposes them to specialized

terminology not commonly found in everyday conversations, thereby broadening

their language proficiency and providing them with the tools necessary to

comprehend legal documents and engage in discussions on inheritance matters.


